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In the spiritual successor to the best-selling Touchstones, the author continues to explore

masculinity and sobriety. Now well beyond recovery’s trailhead, we confront life itself: it isn’t

merely abstinence and coping skills, it’s a triumph. Stepping Stones guides your self-help

discovery along its next steps, ensuring your recovery finds inspiration, meaning, and

brilliance.For many of us, sobriety began uncomfortably. Treatment and counseling unearthed

addiction’s thumbprint—substance use, anger, resentments, and behavioral patterns around

sex and intimacy—as well as challenged perspectives about religion and spirituality. As

addictive behaviors and mind-sets gave way to both mental health and physical wellness, our

new sense of self emerged, and our family and friends supported our continuing

transformation. This self-help meditation book is designed for men to keep moving forward in

recovery. Recovery is well-earned, but life never slows—nor should it. Stepping Stones

advances a person’s recovery so that it emerges as a comfortable journey that stays in stride

with a person’s overall life and experiences. It offers insight into the many masculine roles men

undertake—father and son, friend and lover—and provides actionable meditations for leading a

full life. Life isn’t about recovery; recovery is about life.
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difference.IntroductionThat first small group of men in Ohio who had been lost in the

wilderness of alcoholism searched and struggled to find a way out. With no path to follow, they

forged a trail that became a way into sober adulthood. We now follow their path like a trail of

stepping stones into spiritual awakening.In this book of meditations, I was inspired by the

founders of the Twelve Step program who used the metaphor of “steps” to mark the path they

found to successful recovery from alcoholism. And the path also shows the way to recovery

from addictions of every type as well as codependency. As I now page through this retitled

edition of the book formerly called Wisdom to Know, I recognize three recurring themes:

recovery as a path, becoming grown-up in our masculinity, and awakening our spirituality.We

are walking a path, and our main tasks are to stay on the trail and to make progress. It is

sometimes an adventure, sometimes challenging, and often a joy. We may get off the track at

times and find ourselves at a dead end, or stuck. Our motto is “Keep coming back. Keep

returning to the way.” Our goal is not to arrive at perfection; it’s not to climb a ladder to reach

closer and closer to perfection, but simply to keep coming back to the path.Masculinity is much

more than being competitive, tough, and aggressive. Those may be a boy’s idea of what a

grown-up man is really like. Tough and aggressive are fine traits, but when they are over-

developed as the main qualities of a man, his personality becomes brittle, more easily broken,

and lacking in wisdom, honesty, or love and respect for himself and others.On this path, our

spirituality wakes up. It’s an adventure in which we experience an aliveness and awe for the life

that surrounds us. We still encounter fear and anger, but now we find new and more effective

ways to deal with them. Peace of mind replaces negative feelings.Many of my friends and

family members took an interest in the creation of this book. They mined their own treasuries of

quotations and offered them as inspirations. Some sent me favorite quotes that they kept on

their bathroom mirrors or under refrigerator magnets. Others brought their collection of best-

loved quotes they had gathered over the years. To all of these friends and loved ones, I say

thank you.—M.A.F.• JANUARY 1 •Hope smiles on the threshold of the year to come,

whispering that it will be happier.—Alfred, Lord TennysonAt the start of this new year, we look

back at what has been, and we look forward to the future. Our path has been filled with healing

and hope. Rewards have come to us each day. Now, looking toward the year ahead, we can’t

know much of what will happen, but we can recommit ourselves to our healing and sober path.



We can have renewed comfort and optimism that we will not be alone and that we will be able

to handle whatever comes our way.The start of a new year is a good time to make lists of the

things we fear, the things we hope for, and the things we are grateful for. These lists serve as a

kind of snapshot inventory of our attitude toward the world and our relationship with our Higher

Power. They point a direction for us today and for the year ahead. We can put these lists in a

safe place until next year, when we will bring them out as a reminder of where we were and a

measure of how far we’ve come.Today, I once again turn my life and will over to the care of

God.• JANUARY 2 •Nothing is predestined: the obstacles of your past can become gateways

that lead to new beginnings.—Ralph BlumAt this doorway to a new year, we look ahead to new

beginnings. In some ways, this is like any other day in the cycle of our lives. Some things we

know for sure, and other things are yet to be revealed. We can know that again on this day we

will stay sober and true to our path of healing and recovery. Still, we look to the year ahead with

a sense of adventure. This year will be a continuing flow of experiences, and on this path, we

deal with each experience with the calm certainty that we are not alone. We know that we

cannot control what happens to us, but we can stay true to ourselves. “Keep coming back” is a

well-known motto for our life in recovery. We are not perfect, and we don’t expect perfection of

ourselves. What we expect is to keep returning to our path. Like any driver or any pilot who

continuously reorients his craft as he travels along his route, we look forward to this year,

knowing that we will keep returning to the true course we have chosen. It will be an adventure,

and we will take whatever happens and use it for our growth.Living one day at a time, my

pledge is to keep coming back to this path of renewal.• JANUARY 3 •A marriage without

conflicts is almost as inconceivable as a nation without crises.—André MauroisConflict is not

bad; it is necessary. In any good, intimate partnership, the two people reveal themselves to

each other. As they reveal themselves, their differences sometimes are interesting and

enjoyable and sometimes create conflict. A good conflict is open and honest and without ego.

When one person reveals his or her thoughts, the other person listens and hears them as a

genuine expression that must be taken into account. The simple act of listening is usually most

important; agreement isn’t always necessary. Most of the time, a person just wants to be heard.

Agreement is required when there is only one path that can be chosen. Then, the wisdom of

two loving and honest people can lead to a mutual agreement that often turns out to be better

than either individual path.The true, unique nature of any intimate partnership only takes shape

through genuine conflict and resolution. Crises faced and resolved become the foundation for

continuing and deepening mutual understanding and intimacy.Today, I will not avoid conflict but

will face it with honesty and an open heart.• JANUARY 4 •Be patient with everyone, but above

all with yourself.—Saint Francis de SalesThe path of healing and recovery sets challenging

standards. We are asked to “turn our will and our lives over,” to be “searching and fearless” in

our moral inventory, and to make amends to all those we have harmed. Many of us have

lifelong habits of over-criticizing ourselves and condemning ourselves for who we are. When

we face challenging standards, we can’t meet them perfectly. This is a program of progress, not

perfection.If we are not seeking to attain perfection, then we need to deepen our understanding

of what we are seeking. The answer is in the slogan “Keep coming back.” It’s a slogan usually

applied to the idea of continuing to return to meetings, even if we don’t see our way clearly at

first. But it also applies to meeting standards. We don’t seek perfection; we seek to keep

coming back to the Steps of recovery because it is a given that we will keep falling off them. It

is only when we stop returning to the Steps that we get seriously off track.Today, I will be

patient with my progress on this healing journey.• JANUARY 5 •No winter lasts forever; no

spring skips its turn.—Hal BorlandIn the midst of winter, the short days and the long nights



may seem to last forever. But we know that the turn of the cycle is inevitable. Every winter is

followed by spring. When we feel depressed and discouraged, we may not feel optimistic about

anything. We may not see the path from here to a place where life feels brighter and warmer.

That is when we must remind ourselves that all things eventually change. We do find life

beyond our current problems. We do regain our energy and our joy in life.All pain is finite. It has

its beginning and its end. Our path may require us to learn to endure and live with some pain.

Some Native Americans’ training for youth included fasting and solitary journeys that

strengthened them and showed them how to deal with shortage and difficulty. Life must contain

dark times, and when we learn that we can carry on until we find light, we have something

permanent to fall back on. While we may feel pessimistic, we can remind ourselves that it is

only a feature of our current mood, not a permanent state.Today, I live in the knowledge that

spring is eternal.• JANUARY 6 •Music washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life.—

Berthold AuerbachWe need ways to express what we have experienced. Expression gives form

to our experience and allows us to move on. Music taps into our deeper self and evokes

feelings that we may not otherwise have access to. It conveys what is otherwise inexpressible

and opens a channel to the spiritual world. Some of us love to make music, and all of us can

listen to it.When asked to describe how we make contact with our Higher Power, some men

have said that it’s mainly through music. The great religious traditions of the world all use

music: hymns, bells, chanting, drums. But we don’t necessarily need religious music to make

conscious contact with our Higher Power. A good song on the radio can do it.Today, I will let

music speak for me of things I cannot say in plain words.• JANUARY 7 •If you want others to be

happy, practice compassion. If you want to be happy, practice compassion.—Dalai LamaThe

word compassion means literally to suffer with someone. We normally use the word more

broadly to mean empathize, or feel, with a person. Moving out of the prison of our own self-

centeredness, we grow in the ability to see the world through the eyes of others. We grow wiser

and more effective in our own lives because we aren’t limited to one outlook. We learn to

forgive ourselves and suddenly we are much freer with our forgiveness of others.There is a

generosity of spirit in compassion, and the most generous attitude comes when we can act

compassionately with someone we don’t especially like. Even though we may not choose a

particular guy to be our best friend, we can accept and honor the hard times he has had, and

we can put ourselves in his place to see what his challenges have been. Nothing is more

admirable than a strong man acting generously and compassionately toward another human

being.Today, I will strive to be generous with compassion and to see the world as someone

else sees it.• JANUARY 8 •Lead us from the unreal to the real world.—Hindu invocationIn

pursuit of pleasures and escapes during our active addiction, we created a bubble of unreality

around ourselves. Stepping into the bubble was exciting; it carried us off into gambling, or erotic

and romantic pursuits, or online escapes, or shopping, or alcohol and other drugs, or the

codependent thrill of trying to scoop other people out of their troubles. We used a whole

system of half-truths and self-deceit to allow the bubble to exist. It led us to become more self-

centered and more grandiose as we tried to force the unreal world to exist in reality.Now, as we

live in freedom from our addictive and codependent behaviors, we continue to peel back the

layers of unreality. We no longer fight with reality as it is, or try to shape and mold it to fit our

desires. We see more clearly by living more honestly. One of the benefits of our new life is that

we feel clearheaded. Life seems simpler now, and we feel a peace of mind that we could not

have even imagined in the past.May I continue to see and accept reality as it is given.•

JANUARY 9 •God’s admiration for us is infinitely greater than anything we can conjure up for

Him.—Saint Francis of AssisiThose of us who look back on a trail of guilty feelings and shame



may find it hard to fathom God’s admiration for us. This whole idea, which comes from a

Christian saint who lived eight hundred years ago, turns upside down our ideas of a God who

is watching us and counting all the things we have done wrong. But we have been created to

have a place here. And we have a right to take our place among all of God’s beloved

creatures.No matter how imperfect we are, no matter what we feel guilty about, no matter how

low our self-esteem, we are living in the grace of a God who loves us and holds us close, even

at our lowest point. We sometimes feel alienated from God. We have difficulty making

conscious contact. Even then, we can still know that God carries us through these hard

times.Today, I will walk in the light of God’s admiration and accept it to the best of my ability.•

JANUARY 10 •The fearless are merely fearless. People who act in spite of their fear are truly

brave.—James A. LaFond-LewisFear plays a role in our lives in different ways. Many of us have

been so conditioned to deny fear that we don’t even know we are afraid and are, in fact,

reacting to it. We may look back on a major life choice and realize we chose one job over

another because of fear. Some of us can see in the rearview mirror that our controlling ways

rise out of fear, not desire for power. The fact is that until we allow ourselves to know our fears,

we will react impulsively to them and cannot respond bravely to them.Our fears don’t give us a

license to control those around us. Our fears don’t make our addictive escapes any less

harmful. On this path, we seek to know our fears, to call them by name so we can be smart in

dealing with them. Sometimes we may use our fear as wise guidance to avoid danger, and

other times we may choose to bravely step into the circle of our fear and face it down because

we do not want to be irrationally ruled by it.Today, I will open my eyes to see my fears and then

choose wiser, braver responses to them.• JANUARY 11 •When I hear somebody sigh, “Life is

hard,” I am always tempted to ask, “Compared to what?”—Sydney J. HarrisThere is no question

—life is hard at times. None of us escapes trials and challenges. And some of us truly seem to

have more of them than others. So what are we to do with that realization? We cannot control

most of what happens to us. We can only control how we respond to it. No two paths are the

same. Self-pity is the response of someone who hasn’t yet learned to deal with adult life.

Feeling sorry for ourselves is like having a hole in a bucket that allows our spirit and our

strength to drain away.Instead of reacting with self-pity, we remind ourselves that all things

change and the difficulty we face today will also change. What is harder for us today will be

easier tomorrow. We will have times of peace and satisfaction. Best of all, when we play a bad

hand well, we have peace of mind, our inner strength grows, and we have something more in

our bank of knowledge.Today, I am grateful for life itself.• JANUARY 12 •When we try to pick

out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the Universe.—John MuirSome

days our lives seem to be in chaos. We may feel flooded with too much: too much work, too

much pain, too much to learn, or too many problems to handle. On days like this, we can begin

to see past the chaos and feel hopeful about dealing with the future because we can turn to

our Higher Power.All things are part of a larger whole in the universe, and all things are

connected. We are never completely alone. There is comfort and security in knowing that we

can rely on our Higher Power. We only have to do a small part today. The universe will continue

to work its way toward a natural solution to today’s problems.Today, I will concentrate on simply

doing one small part of what needs to be done.• JANUARY 13 •Go confidently in the direction

of your dreams! Live the life you’ve imagined.—Henry David ThoreauTo have a dream takes

courage and a bit of hope. A dream guides us, even if we haven’t let ourselves bring it to

consciousness. How often do we stop to ask what our dreams are? Do we even know what we

want? This path is about becoming the best men we can be. It’s more about who we become

than what we achieve. So it inspires us to create dreams for our development as men.When we



take a few moments to reflect on the kind of men we want to be, we create reference points, or

beacons, to move toward. This gives us a way to measure our actions and our choices. Do our

actions take us in the direction we want to go, or do they take us off course? Are we growing

into the men we want to be, or have we forgotten to follow our beacons?In my actions today, I

will keep my dreams in mind and choose my course with confidence.• JANUARY 14 •The best

inheritance a parent can give his children is a few minutes of his time each day.—Orlando A.

BattistaAs fathers, we have a strong drive to provide for our loved ones. Many of us had fathers

who were absent from our daily lives, often because they were working so much. Now, we also

may find ourselves so dedicated to making a living and getting ahead that we don’t spend

much time with our children and all those whom we love. We try to make up for it by giving

generous gifts or providing them with many comforts that we didn’t have ourselves.When we

get so taken up with our work, we may justify it by saying we are doing it for our families. The

truth is, nothing is as valuable as the time we spend together. Children are certainly richer and

happier with the nurturing presence of their father than with extra material comforts. We always

need to seek a balance. Doing well in our careers has its place, but it isn’t the most important

thing in life.I will keep my urge to provide for my loved ones in balance with simply spending

time with them.• JANUARY 15 •We must accept finite disappointment, but we must never lose

infinite hope.—Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.Hope and freedom and the right to dignity as a man

are very personal things for every one of us in recovery. Regardless of our race or creed or

ethnic origin, we are alike in that we are walking this healing path out of subjugation to

addiction and codependency. Today is the birthday of a heroic man, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,

who dedicated his life not to his own self-interest, but to peace and the right of all people to be

free. He spoke to all people who have struggled under a yoke of pain and trouble.We must

accept disappointments along our path. They are inevitable. We strive hard to achieve a goal,

and it may slip from our fingers. We fall in love and lose the one we love. In the midst of

disappointment, we may doubt whether we can handle it. But life goes on. We take our

setbacks and ask, “What do I need to learn from this?” We don’t lose sight of our long-term

objective to become the best kind of man we can be and to live in line with our spiritual

principles. That is the path to our personal freedom and dignity.Today, I am grateful that those

who have gone before us have shown us the path.• JANUARY 16 •Failure is an event, never a

person.—William D. BrownAt times, we have wondered if there is hope for us. But, in fact, we

can all succeed in finding peace of mind. We can all achieve self-respect. The most financially

successful man may be proud of his achievement, but it doesn’t satisfy him. By the same

token, a major failure doesn’t define a man. When we understand that our actions aren’t who

we are, we will not feel trapped by a failure, and we can pursue the greater prize of becoming a

better man.Today, we may be troubled by a recent failure or haunted by an old one. We are

embarrassed about it and feel we have lost the high regard of our friends. This failure can

propel us into greater wisdom and stronger understanding of how to live a life with value.Today,

I will take the spiritual leap away from basing my self-esteem on what I do toward basing it on

who I am.• JANUARY 17 •Don’t believe that winning is really everything. It’s more important to

stand for something. If you don’t stand for something, what do you win?—Lane KirklandWe

love competition. Many of us enjoy it both in our recreation and in our work life. We love to run

faster, play harder, stack higher, pound more, sell more, and produce more than our friends

and co-workers. Some of us seem almost to worship competition as a great virtue, above other

virtues such as camaraderie, teamwork, fair play, community service, honesty, and generosity.

Any good thing can become a bad thing when it’s taken to the extreme. Intemperate

competition serves our primitive, greedy drive for power. Winning is wonderful—but it is not the



only thing we stand for.More important than coming out ahead is coming out with our integrity

and self-respect. We preserve our integrity by adhering to the truth as we know it, caring for the

welfare of others, and dealing fairly and honestly both at work and at play. No win, no personal

advantage is ever worth the price of our character.Today, I will enjoy my competitive side while I

uphold all the other things I stand for.• JANUARY 18 •The way we see the problem is the

problem.—Stephen R. CoveyMany of us have a mind-set that keeps us on a treadmill. It’s not

for lack of effort that our lives reel out of control. We struggle to move forward. We work hard to

manage the unmanageable. But with all our busy efforts, we can’t see that we are continuously

recycling the same problem over and over.The solution we need may be right before our eyes.

Our denial is confusing us; we don’t even know we are denying anything. We cannot solve our

problems alone—or even see the problems clearly from the inside. That’s what friends do for

us. They reflect back to us what we are missing. That’s why we need to have good talks with

others who have walked the same path that we are on. The strongest, most powerful men have

wise advisers who show them things they don’t know. They accept the role of seeker and

learner because that is the way they enhance themselves.Today, I will be open to seeing my

problems in ways I couldn’t imagine on my own.• JANUARY 19 •For the person who has

learned to let go and let be, nothing can ever get in the way again.—Meister EckhartWe have

to learn how to let go. It doesn’t come naturally until we have learned how. Letting go is a skill

that comes when we see others doing it, and when we practice it. It comes when we accept

that we are not completely separate individuals but part of a larger whole. Then we can turn

our most vexing problems over to our Higher Power or let others deal with issues that don’t

belong to us. Most of us worked hard to gain control of our lives and to manage the

circumstances we faced. Becoming selective about what we try to control is a very adult skill

that takes time and much life experience.When we can finally let go and stand aside from the

things we don’t need to manage, we get the payoff of liberation and peace of mind. Our burden

is lightened, and only the things that we can handle are left.Today, I will take every opportunity

to practice the skill of letting go and letting be.• JANUARY 20 •Ninety percent of the game is

half mental.—Yogi BerraA very large part of any addiction is made up of all the thinking and

behavior patterns that go with it. Many addictions don’t involve alcohol or other drugs at all, just

the thoughts and feelings of certain behaviors. Codependency is all about unhealthy thinking.

Removing addictive substances is just the start of a long process of changing ourselves

mentally.This mental transformation is the real recovery. It begins as soon as we enter this

program, and we feel the rewards very quickly. We are set on a lifelong process of growth that

is 90 percent mental: learning to know our feelings and express them well, relating to other

people, trusting others and a Higher Power, and developing healthy attitudes.Today, I will be

aware of my mental recovery and notice how much I have already gained.• JANUARY 21

•Where there is great love, there are always wishes.—Willa CatherWe can always think of

ways to improve our intimate partnership, but usually our best ideas are for changes in our

partner. We wish we had a more generous attitude from our partner; we wish we had a more

agreeable partner—someone who was more fun or who would take better care of his or her

health—and we want more sexual pleasure. But these ideas are the easy ones to think of. The

harder and more effective ideas are those that call for changes in ourselves.We enter into a life

partnership to enjoy the relationship. We take pleasure in each other’s lives, and we are on the

same team. But we don’t walk in the same footsteps because we all need to stand on our own

as adults. Intimacy is not the merging of personalities but the bridge between separate people.

Once we have our adult separateness, we can be more intimate, more loving, and more

generous with each other.Today, I will pay more attention to the ways I can be a better partner.•



JANUARY 22 •In the face of uncertainty, there is nothing wrong with hope.—Bernie SiegelAre

we willing to hope? Some of us have adopted an attitude of optimism about the progress of life.

We know that many things are unpredictable, but we believe we have the strength to deal with

whatever happens. Others of us have chosen the opposite. We dare not hope, protecting

ourselves from the hurt of disappointment. But our spiritual growth calls every one of us to

believe in the possibilities for recovery and all the promises that go with it.We need to ask

ourselves, “Do I dare to hope?” That is what the Second Step challenges us to do. We simply

suspend our doubts. We put them on the shelf and hold open the possibility that good things

will happen. And if we don’t get what we hoped for, we can deal with it. It is a choice we

make.Today, I will accept the challenge to suspend my doubts and accept that my life can get

better.• JANUARY 23 •That old law about “an eye for an eye” leaves everybody blind.—Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr.Resentment and the urge for revenge can corrode our lives. We carry

these dark feelings with us, sometimes in the back of our minds and sometimes up front. Such

feelings keep us living in the past and tie us to the people we resent. Our spiritual goal is to

reach the point of forgiveness. It is not easy to make that transition, and it cannot be done in a

phony way. A good beginning is first to accept forgiveness as a goal and then focus our efforts

on a thorough and searching inventory of ourselves. Finally, we can reach the point where we

simply tear up the IOU. We stop expecting repayment for past wrongs and release ourselves

from carrying old resentments. We let others deal with their own God and their own

conscience.We reach a sense of freedom and well-being that is a great reward for forgiveness.

It surprises us when our own self-esteem rises as we write off the bad debts we think others

owe us.Today, I am spending my efforts on my own inventory because that releases me from

the burden of the past.• JANUARY 24 •Journal writing is a voyage to the interior.—Christina

BaldwinMany men use daily notes in a private journal as a method of meditation. It is a means

to learn about themselves as they reflect with pen in hand and put uncensored thoughts down

on paper. It can take many forms. Some days, a person might just make a list. It might be a

prayer list: all the people he loves and all the people he is concerned about. It might be a list of

the day’s tasks, with notations on the spirit with which to approach them. Some guys draw

pictures in their journals and say it helps them quiet their minds and deepen their

understanding of a situation. Some simply record the events of the day and then reflect on how

they feel about them and what they mean.Every man in spiritual development needs a daily

pattern of meditation and reflection. It should be a gentle means to respect himself, be honest

with himself, and hold himself responsible for his life.Today, I will make notes on paper and use

my notes to interact with my thoughts.• JANUARY 25 •Wisdom too often never comes, and so

one ought not to reject it merely because it comes late.—Felix FrankfurterA sure sign of true

growth and change is the appearance of regret and grief that such wisdom came so late.

Often, when we deeply understand something for the first time or make a real change that

improves our lives, we wish we had learned this a long time ago. We mourn the losses and the

pain that could have been avoided if we had only seen the light sooner.However, a good life

always brings change and growth. The greatest tragedy is when a man never grows and never

sees the light. We always see more clearly after we learn something new, and the regret that

accompanies it is inevitable. With enough distance and perspective, most of us reach the point

where we say, “I wouldn’t change it if I could.”Today, I am grateful for the wisdom I have gained,

and I will continue to seek more growth.• JANUARY 26 •You alone can do it, but you cannot do

it alone.—O. Hobart MowrerA guy likes to feel independent and self-sufficient. We all naturally

want to feel competent and on top of our game. As we live our lives, we gain some savvy about

this drive to be our own master. The young boy has a simple idea: the less he needs others,



the stronger and better he will be. But the wiser, experienced man knows that a man is

stronger and wiser if he is willing to accept the help that is available.We alone can turn toward

the help. We alone can decide to accept what we cannot change. We alone can open

ourselves to spiritual grace and stop getting in the way of our Higher Power. The smarter man

accepts the paradox that when we take our self-sufficiency too far, we become weaker. We are

in the driver’s seat when we decide to receive the help of others and our Higher Power.Today, I

will open myself to the help that surrounds me.• JANUARY 27 •When we see men overdoing

their masculinity, we can assume that they . . . are scared that they aren’t being manly enough.

—Frank PittmanMasculinity is a wonderful thing. It is part of a man’s inner feeling of self-

esteem, and it has a wide scope. It’s the feeling that we can protect and provide for ourselves,

our family, and our loved ones; that we are tough when we need to be tough, standing up to

difficult challenges; that we are true to our word, loving, and honorable.As young boys, we had

boyish ideas about masculinity. Boys don’t know manhood until they are there. And some of us

didn’t have adult men we were close to; we couldn’t know intimately what grown men were like.

So we reached manhood almost as outsiders, still trying to fulfill our boyish ideas. We worked

extra hard to fulfill the simple stereotypes of manhood. That’s why we sometimes exaggerated

our behavior like perpetual adolescents, always anxious about whether our masculinity was

measuring up.We don’t need to be anxious about our masculinity. When we are comfortable

that we are man enough, that we have arrived, there is no need to prove anything.Today, I

value my masculinity and accept myself as a good man, just as I am.• JANUARY 28 •The

grand essentials of happiness are: something to do, something to love, and something to hope

for.—George Washington BurnapA wise old man who had survived years of abuse and hard

labor in a Nazi concentration camp and lost several loved ones to the gas chambers was asked

how he could live without getting depressed. He answered that it was because he had a

purpose in his life.We are rebuilding our lives after the devastation of codependency and

addiction. The promises of this recovery program tell us that we will experience the restoration

of meaning and purpose, and we will feel like full-fledged human beings again. Now we are

finding those promises coming true every day. There is always plenty to be depressed about.

However, we have something to do, we have the love of others, and we have hope for our

future.Today, my gratitude and purpose carry me along with plenty to be happy about.•

JANUARY 29 •Can you accept the idea that some things happen for no reason, that there is

randomness in the universe?—Rabbi Harold S. KushnerWhenever something bad happens to

us, we ask, “Why?” We want to make sense out of our misfortune. “How could this happen to

me? Why do I have to suffer this tragedy?” Sometimes we even explain our pain by saying we

deserve it for being bad. It is true that many bad things have happened because of bad choices

we made. But many things happen for no reason. Illness, death, and pain come into every life.

There is no reasonable explanation except that these things are random.So we accept that

fact. We take reasonable precautions, drive carefully, and eat healthy foods. Most of all, we

hold close to our human connections because we are all in this together. The comforting bonds

of trusted friends and loved ones form the human net that holds us up through tough

challenges. Within our human network, we celebrate our good times, we play and take joy in

life, and we support each other when we need it.Today, I will go beyond the question why? and

hold close to the life-giving bonds of human love.• JANUARY 30 •Man’s real home is not a

house but the road, and life itself is a journey to be walked on foot.—Bruce ChatwinWe often

say that one of our main needs in life is security. We want to be able to predict and control how

things will play out. The problem with this view is that even when we gain more control, it

doesn’t generally make us feel deeply secure. If we accept security as our goal, we are soon



on an endless search for more. A much wiser goal is to walk the road of life, accepting that it is

always insecure. Happiness isn’t found by pursuing happiness, and a sense of security isn’t

found by grasping for more security. They are both found by indirect means.We find security by

making peace with our insecurity and by trusting our Higher Power to care for our lives. We find

happiness by taking on work that has meaning beyond ourselves.Today, I will walk on foot the

journey that has meaning and value, and I’ll accept the insecure feelings that are part of life.•

JANUARY 31 •Until you make peace with who you are, you’ll never be content with what you

have.—Doris MortmanMarketers call us consumers. Ads suggest that a new car will make us

happy or that when we buy our special loved one a beautiful diamond, we will really be

somebody. But our awakening into a healthy, new life has nothing to do with what we own.

Sure, it’s fun to buy something new, but it doesn’t make us happy for long. We don’t define

ourselves as mere consumers; rather, we are men with meaning in our lives.When we haven’t

got ourselves on track, when we don’t have a focus for our lives, we are easily seduced by

distractions and dead-end promises. Peace of mind hasn’t come easily for most of us. We had

to accept some things about ourselves that we didn’t want to accept. We had to learn some

lessons that we couldn’t easily learn at first. Now we feel like real men. We have something

much better than anything we could buy with money, and no one else can take it away.Today

and every day, I restore my peace of mind by making peace with myself.• FEBRUARY 1 •All the

art of living lies in a fine mingling of letting go and holding on.—Havelock EllisThe wisdom that

we attempt to develop in recovery is how to balance the letting go and the holding on in our

lives. Many of us have sunk into deep holes of crisis and despair by holding on too tightly when

we needed to let go. In other ways, perhaps, we have given up too easily when, with faith and

trust, we could have held on to opportunities and values that seemed out of reach.The Serenity

Prayer speaks of the “wisdom to know the difference.” This power to discern between what we

must accept and what we can change creates a deep sense of peace. It brings calm to our

intimate partnership, success to our recovery from addiction and codependency, and greater

effectiveness in our work life.Today, I pray for the wisdom to know the difference between what

I must accept and what I can change.• FEBRUARY 2 •Just by speaking I can break out of my

self-made prison.—June SingerFor many of us guys, words don’t come easily. Maybe we have

strong feelings, strong thoughts, and important things on our mind, but they may not translate

easily into spoken words. Even as toddlers, little boys don’t generally start to speak as early as

little girls do. But that is no excuse for not working at it. Some of the most difficult challenges

produce the most creative responses.Something magical happens when the unspoken is

finally spoken. A little of our private world is finally known by another human being. Even more

than that, we finally know more clearly what is on our minds when we put words to it and hear

ourselves say it. We may not even know that we are in a self-made prison of silence until we

start to break out of it. Talking—finding words to say what is on our mind—is a big part of our

healing process.Today, I will talk to someone about a feeling, a memory, or an unanswered

question.
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